Smartia's "Putting AI to work" webinar, 27th May 2020
After the success of Smartia's seminar, held at Arrow ECS ofﬁces in London, in
early March, We will be offering a free AI webinar in May which you can join
virtually from the comfort of your home ofﬁce.
Presenters and the agenda are now almost ﬁnalised. The current line up
includes, Dr Mike O'Connor from Smartia, Richard Holmes from Arrow ECS
United Kingdom, Dr Bo Luo from The University of Shefﬁeld and Tikiri
Wanduragala from Lenovo. If you would like to join please email
info@smartia.tech
Click on the image for further details from smartia.tech

Manufacturing our road to recovery : the 3 point plan

The Covid-19 pandemic is a humanitarian crisis that continues to take a tragic
toll on people’s lives, however, the outbreak is at risk of turning into an
economic crisis also.
Factories around the world have been forced to close or run on reduced hours,
causing mass disruption to global supply chains. Manufacturing output in the
UK has fallen sharply, with some reducing production while others have shifted
to producing much needed medicines, sanitisers, ventilators, Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) and other equipment for the health service to
combat the spread of the disease.
Click on the image for further details from makeuk.org

The Top 10 Technology Trends Of The 4th Industrial
Revolution
We have never lived in a world of faster and more wide-reaching technology
innovations. Our jobs, businesses, and how we operate as societies are being
transformed by technology, and the current global pandemic is only fasttracking the digital transformation. With this post, I want to delve into the top 10
tech trends that are driving the 4th Industrial Revolution, and that will deﬁne the
next decade.

Click on the image for further details from forbes.com

How emerging tech is helping manufacturers navigate Covid-19
SME manufacturers supported by Made Smarter are using technologies including
robotics, 3D printing and software automation to overcome the impact on their
businesses from the Coronavirus pandemic.
Businesses signed up to the Made Smarter North West pilot to support digital
manufacturing methods have adapted in a variety of ways, including switching
production to make medical scrubs, ventilator parts and PPE to help the front-line
ﬁght against the disease. Others have harnessed new capabilities to ramp up
production to meet increasing demand and continue operating while staff self-isolate
to prevent the spread of Covid-19.
Click on the image for further details from themanufacturer.com

German company uses FANUC robot
to deliver testing kits
Bavaria-based company, BoKa Automatisierung, has developed a new,
contactless solution for coronavirus testing. Instead of medical personnel, the
prototype machine uses a video system and a FANUC robot to guide tests and
collect samples.
If put into practice, the innovative system could reduce the risk of infection at
test stations and free up urgently needed medical personnel for work in
hospitals, nursing homes and public health agencies.
Click on the image for more details from manufacturingmanagement.co.uk
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Catch you next time...!
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